SPEAKERS

SCHEDULE

Session 4: From Laneway House to Passive House to
Net Positive

Wednesday, September 11

Presenter: Bryn Davidson, B.ENG. M.ARCH CPHD LEED-AP
Co-Owner & Lead Designer, Lanefab Design/Build
With many nations declaring ‘climate emergencies’
it’s clear that we need to aggressively target the
greenhouse emissions coming from our buildings and
cities, but - to do that - we need to go beyond our
current approach to ‘green building’ and instead shift
our thinking to a target of ‘Net Positive’ impact. This
presentation will frame an approach to net-positive
development that unfolds from a decade’s worth of experience with infill
housing and passive house projects.
Credits: AIBC: 1.0 Core LU; AIA: 1.0 LU/HSW; AAA: 1 Structured LH

Session 5: Indigenuity
Presenter: Alfred Waugh, Architect AIBC, LEED AP
Owner, Formline Architecture
The presentation will focus an indigenous approach
to architecture that is based on a synthesis of
cultural sensitivity and environmental responsibility.
The purpose of the presentation is to describe a
methodology to designing buildings that focuses on
a holistic view of man’s interconnectedness with the
environment based on an Indigenous philosophical
approach. The lecture will use projects from Alfred Waugh’s portfolio
that demonstrate a new approach to grounding culture without losing a
connection to the past and learning from passive sustainable strategies
of indigenous architecture. Emphasis will be on the exploration of the
use of wood in various interpretations of First Nations Culture.

Time

Event

9:00am-9:30am

WoodTALKS Registration at the Whistler
Conference Centre Foyer

9:30am- 10:30am

Session 1: Evolution of Mass Timber in the
Okanagan

10:40am-11:40am

Session 2: The Quantifiable Appeal of
Mass Timber

11:45am-12:30pm

Buffet Lunch

12:30pm-1:30pm

Session 3: Mass Timber: Here, There and
Everywhere

1:40pm-2:40pm

Session 4: From Laneway House to
Passive House to Net Positive

2:50pm-3:50pm

Session 5: Indigenuity

6:00pm-9:30pm

Welcome Reception - Roundhouse Lodge.
Upload at Whistler Gondola Base

SPEAKERS
Session 1: Evolution of Mass Timber in the
Okanagan
Presenter: Robert Cesnik, Architect AIBC, MRAIC, LEED AP +
BD+C
Associate, HDR Architecture Associates
With the advancement of engineering technologies
and modern building techniques, the increasing
capability of mass timber has expanded design
possibilities. Since 2003, what started as an
experimental material for an architectural firm in the
Okanagan of British Columbia, mass timber quickly
proved to be a viable material option. This is a look
back at a selection of mass timber projects from HDR’s Penticton studio
-- an evolution in technologies and scale for mass timber design.
Credits: AIBC: 1.0 Core LU; AIA: 1.0 LU/HSW; AAA: 1 Structured LH

Session 2: The Quantifiable Appeal of Mass Timber
Presenter: Emily Dawson, AIA, LEED BD+C
Architect, Kaiser+Path
How competitive is building with CLT (crosslaminated timber), compared to other structural
systems? As designer, developer, general contractor,
and owner of CLT projects, including the tallest
CLT building in the US, Carbon 12, and the underconstruction Canyons, Kaiser Group and Path
Architecture have first-hand experience designing
with mass timber as the most effective structural solution. This
presentation will illuminate the many benefits of building with CLT,
from structural efficiency to a balanced proforma, and Kaiser Group’s
evolution working with mass timber as the developer’s structural system
of choice.

Thursday, September 12
Time

Event

8:00am-9:00am

Hot Buffet Breakfast & Grand Opening
Ceremony

9:00am-12:00pm

16th Annual GBM & Networking Tradeshow

Credits: AIBC: 1.0 Core LU; AIA: 1.0 LU/HSW; AAA: 1 Structured LH

11:30am-12:30pm

Session 6: Industry Trends and Lessons
Learned: The BC Energy Step Code,
Mass Timber Building Enclosures, and
Prefabrication

Presenter: Graham Finch, MASC, P.ENG, DIPL.T
Principal, Senior Building Science Specialist, RDH Building
Science

12:30pm-1:15pm

Buffet Lunch

1:30pm-4:00pm

WoodTALKS Mini Seminar Sessions

Presenter: Peter Busby, C.M., FRAIC, LEED Fellow
Global Design Principal, Perkins+Will

The presentation shares guidance on building
enclosure design and detailing for taller wood
buildings from recent industry guidelines and case
studies from several of the recently constructed and
in design taller wood buildings in North America.
Lessons learned from the design, prefabrication, and
performance of the building enclosures for these
buildings will be covered.

6:30pm-9:30pm

Evening Networking Dinner/Reception
Audain Art Museum

Credits: AIBC: 1.0 Core LU; AIA: 1.0 LU/HSW; AAA: 1 Structured LH

Session 6: Industry Trends and Lessons Learned:
The BC Energy Step Code, Mass Timber 		
Building Enclosures and Prefabrication

Credits: AIBC: 1.0 Core LU; AIA: 1.0 LU/HSW; AAA: 1 Structured LH

Mini-Seminar Series with Exhibitors
The mini-seminars will be held on the Whistler Conference Centre Trade
Show Floor. There will be 8 accredited mini-seminars, each lasting 15
minutes and covering a variety of products and issues. There will be 5
minute breaks between sessions.
Credits: AIBC: 2.0 Core LU; AIA: 2.0 LU/HSW; AAA: 2 Structured LH

Friday, September 13
Time

Event

8:00am-9:00am

Hot Buffet Breakfast

9:00am-12:00pm

16th Annual GBM & Networking Tradeshow

10:30am-12:00pm

Site Tour A: Design/Build in Wedgewoods,
Whistler: A Custom Builder’s Insight
Site Tour B: High End Residence in
Kadenwood Estates

Session 3: Mass Timber: Here, There and 		
Everywhere

WoodTALKS

™

Internationally recognized for his contributions to
architecture and planning, Peter Busby’s awardwinning portfolio embodies his philosophy of social
responsibility and commitment to sustainable
design. Since opening his Vancouver practice in
1984, Peter’s body of work has gained a reputation
for design excellence and innovation, becoming a
powerful catalyst in the growth of the green architecture movement in
North America and abroad. After merging his firm with Perkins+Will in
2004, Peter became a driving force across the company, compelling its
industry-leading sustainable design initiatives. A Global Design Principal,
Peter brings his focus on sustainable communities and regenerative
design to projects across the firm.
Credits: AIBC: 1.0 Core LU; AIA: 1.0 LU/HSW; AAA: 1 Structured LH
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Each of the 7 Seminars Last 17min; Total Hours = 2.0 LU’s

ARCHITECTURAL WALL PANELS - FROM THE WEST
STN #1
COAST FOREST FLOOR TO PROJECT SITE
Presenter: Richard Kaufmann, Silva Timber Products
This session tells the story from the tree, specifically the Western
Red Cedar, through sustainably managed processing into beautiful
engineered edge-glued and cross-laminated wooden panels for
exterior and interior walls, garage doors, and cabinet doors.

INNOVATIONS IN LAMINATED VENEER LUMBER
STN #1
Presenter: Christoph Loesch, Brisco
This session introduces Laminated Veneer Lumber(LVL) for Mass
Timber Construction. LVL is an extremely stable and consistent
engineered wood product for panels, columns, beams, and ecologically
sourced in British Columbia with an astonishing visual quality.

SPECIFYING AND FINISHING WESTERN RED CEDAR
STN #1
Presenter: Paul Mackie, Western Red Cedar Lumber
Association
In this seminar you will gain an understanding of proper specifications
for Western Red Cedar and what finishing options there are; and
become conversant with the wide range of grades and sizes that are
available when specifying.

FACTORY PREFINISHING OF EXTERIOR BUILDING
STN #2
MATERIALS; A SUSTAINABLE PRACTICE
Presenter: Cody Kwak, Woodtone
Cladding products start with the most natural, healthy, and sustainable
resource available to the building trades – wood. That wood is then
engineered, machined, and coated to create a full line of siding and
trim products that deliver performance, stability, and beauty for any
project; residential and non-residential projects alike.

LEARNING TO PLAY IN NATURE
STN #2
Presenter: Michael Marshall & Nitasha Gill, Kinsol
Timber Systems
Natural Playgrounds are re-emerging as a healthy and engaging
alternative to the inorganic and scripted playgrounds of the past
several decades. Now more than ever our kids need the natural world
as an escape from the “glow kid” culture we live in. Come take a tour
through modern thinking on natural play, and experience it first hand.

LOW CARBON BUILDINGS FOR FAMILY CABINS AND
STN #3
OFF-GRID RETREATS
Presenter: Kelly Marciniw, Pan-Abode International
With the global imperative to move to a low carbon economy,
the way buildings are designed, manufactured and built is a key
component. This seminar looks at why wood is the material of
choice, and design ideas with low carbon house packages for family
cabins and off-grid retreats.
INCORPORATING LOG & TIMBER INTO YOUR
STN #4
COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL PROJECT
Presenters: Patti LeFrancois, BC Log and Timber Building
Association
Testing has shown that solid wood is energy efficient and strong
enough for most building applications in large projects. This session
shows you how collaborative planning with engineers, designers,
project owners and builders makes building with massive wood both
esthetically pleasing and energy efficient and able to meet current
and future energy codes.

EXTRACTING MAXIMUM VALUE FROM FORESTS AND
STN #3
THE NEXT GENERATION OF WOOD PRODUCTS
Presenter: Michael McInnes, C&C Wood Products
BC’s wood products industry has matured to the point that most of
the raw material is already dedicated to existing commodity markets.
Look at a new innovative culture in extracting the maximum value
from other available timber supply from the forest, utilizing the small
logs from fire and beetle damaged forests to process into beautiful
engineered multi-laminated timber and edge-glued siding and trim.

ENGINEERING WESTERN RED CEDAR TO ENHANCE ITS STN #2
PERFORMANCE
Presenter: Ryan Hagen, The San Group
Western Red Cedar (WRC) is one of North America’s most long
lasting species. Learn about the new advancements in NAUF resins
for engineered WRC products, engineered siding benefits and gain an
understanding of the sustainability of engineered products.

PERMANENT MODULAR CONSTRUCTION (PMC) &
STN #3
PROJECT COLLABORATION
Presenters: Tony Mammone, ATCO Sustainable Communities
This session provides an orientation of Permanent Modular
Construction (PMC) and Project Collaboration, and building Multifamily structures with PMC. It will also look at Innovation & High
Performance Buildings, introduce Lock Up Boxes, and discuss Housing
Design Strategies

TOURS

TOUR A: Design/Build in WedgeWoods, Whistler: A
Custom Builder’s Insight
Presenters: Paul Tabuchi & Chris Lynn, Tamlin International
Homes
This tour examines the Design-Build process from conceptual plans, to
budgets and planning, permit plans, hiring of professionals, managing
of all materials and labour for construction, and final delivery to
owner. On-site structural components will be featured including ICF
foundation, factory built pre-fabricated wall panels, precut-ready
to install glue laminated beams/timber frame, engineered wood
components, exterior insulation, factory pre-stained sidings, and other
energy efficient technology. Also covered will be on-site installation and
environmental advantages in factory-built house packages, including
less waste, less on-site labor, fewer vehicle deliveries, adaptation
to remote locations, and constructing efficiently within seasonal
limitations.
Credits: AIBC: 1.0 Core LU; AIA: 1.0 LU/HSW; AAA: 1 Structured LH

THE USE & INSTALLATION OF WESTERN RED CEDAR
STN #4
Presenters: Rob Tam, Haida Forest Products
Choosing Western Red Cedar for your residential or commercial project
- this seminar is covers the types of products available, its uses and
installation. The durability characteristics of cedar, textures, profile,
grades, and kiln drying will also be discussed.

SPECIFYING ARCHITECTURAL HEAVY TIMBER
STN #4
Presenter: Kai Korinth, FraserWood Industries
A comprehensive overview of modern timber-building methodology.
This session will cover aspects of designing and specifying
architectural timber, with attention to material properties and how
those can be best utilized to support architectural intent.

MASS TIMBER - AN INTEGRATED APPROACH
STN #5
Presenter: Ken Laven & Corey Scott, Kalesnikoff
Lumber
The growth of Mass Timber projects over the past 5 years has nearly
doubled each year. We understand the benefits, but it’s time to
further explore the products themselves. Understanding the inputs
and processes behind the production of Mass Timber.

THE DESIGN/BUILD PROCESS: A Builder’s Insight
STN #5
Presenters: Paul Tabuchi & Chris Lynn, Tamlin
International Homes
Through the insight of a builder, this session examines the design/build
project delivery system working together with Architects to streamline
construction. One of the key focuses will outline getting to lock-up stage
as efficiently and quickly as possible.

MOULDINGS AND MILLWORK: PROCESS AND DESIGN
STN #5
Presenter: Gary Purewal, Timberlake Sales
From concept to finished product, this seminar will go through the
process of manufacturing mouldings and millwork for interior finishing
applications

WORKING WITH ART/DESIGN STUDIOS ON
STN #6
CUSTOM PROJECTS
Presenter: Judson Beaumont, Straightline Designs
How custom fabrication can tell your clients story in a meaningful way.
Brent Comber Originals, Straightline Design and Live Edge Design
create sculpted objects, functional sometimes whimsical pieces &
design environments. Their work can be found all over the world.

BUILDING WITH FIRE RETARDANT WOOD
STN #6
Presenter: Bill Hendricks, Watkin Sawmills & Chemco
Treating
This session covers the manufacturing process of fire-retardant wood,
how it is tested, the building code requirements around it, and the
advantages it has over composite products.

COMPANY SUCCESS VIA KAIZEN
STN #6
Presenter: Amrita Bhogal, Sunrise Kitchens
We all know business is dead when no improvements are made.
Company success is achieved when all members are integrated and
working towards efficient processes. Kaizen education fosters a
continuous improvement mindset that eliminates waste and provides
you a platform of constant organizational growth.

SPECIFYING OF WESTERN RED CEDAR AND YELLOW STN #7
CEDAR PRODUCTS
Presenter: Ian Willey, PowerWood
Architects, specifiers, engineers, designers, and home owners are
increasingly choosing the all-natural beauty of cedar products as a
sustainable building material. This session will describe the aesthetic,
durability and long-term performance qualities associated with both
wood species; and give insight into the manufacturing, drying, and
safety practices for working with cedar.

DESIGN AND SPECIFYING MODERN TIMBER BUILDINGS STN #7
& SYSTEMS
Presenters: Dai Ona, Daizen Joinery
This session will provide a detailed overview of modern timber
building techniques including key aspects of designing and specifying
architectural timbers including solid sawn timbers, glulams and
wrapped steel timber members. Also learn about proper drying
process and factory finishing options for heavy timber.

TOUR B: Ski-In High End Residence in Kadenwood
Estates, Whistler - Finishing Phase

WORKING WITH ART/DESIGN STUDIOS ON CUSTOM
STN #7
PROJECTS
Presenter: Judson Beaumont, Straightline Designs
How custom fabrication can tell your clients story in a meaningful way.
Brent Comber Originals, Straightline Design and Live Edge Design
create sculpted objects, functional sometimes whimsical pieces & design
environments. Their work can be found all over the world.

Presenters: Eric Pettit & Dai Ona, Daizen Joinery
Kadenwood Estates is a private enclave of mountain homes situated
high above Whistler Creekside with high end residences (4,0007,500 sq.ft.) nestled among the old growth forest and astounding
Coastal Range Mountain Views. This session will focus on a tour of
a new high end residence in Kadenwood, now at its finishing phase
of construction. The tour will be guided by designing architectural
firm Openspace Architecture with a first-hand inner looking into the
project design, the construction process, and the building materials
applied. The tour will also be guided by the timber component supplier
Daizen Joinery to explain the structural and aesthetic features of the
glulam post and beam and engineered timber components that were
manufactured for this project.
Credits: AIBC: 1.0 Core LU; AIA: 1.0 LU/HSW; AAA: 1 Structured LH

